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Contributing Writers
Cherie Harris is a Licensed
Massage Therapist and owner
of Liberación, a private
bodywork practice located in
Central Phoenix. For more
information, visit
www.liberacionwellness.com
or
cherie@liberacionwellness.com

or 602-696-6254.
A recent graduate from Arizona
State University with a Bachelor
of Science in Family and
Human Development,
LaTrechia Morrison, has lived
in Arizona for over 24 years.
She is also a Certified Skin Care
Consultant with Warm Spirit.
She has been a Warm Spirit
Manager for over two years
with my company Pampered
Sunflower which specialized in using the Warm Spirit all
natural self care and spa product line. She is also a steering
committee member for the International Women's Day
Program, which raises funds for scholarships for college
re-entry female students. She can be reached at 602-3411500 or www.pamperedsunflower.com Or E-mail:
latrechia@pamperedsunflower.com.
Amanda Miller of Amanda’s
Custom Catering is a natural
born chef, but does admit to
being trained in some of the
most respected family and resort
restaurants in the southwest.
With a mixture of sweet, sassy
class she is the epidemy of youth,
vitality and intrigue both within
her lifestyle and style of
cooking. Amanda's an east valley
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resident originally hailing from the Deep South, which is
where, she attributes her love of delicious delectable and their
presentation. Amanda can be reached at
hotelamanda19@yahoo.com
Jackie Muhammad is a greater
Phoenix artistic mainstay who
involves himself in everything
that is artistic and culturally
interesting from people to places
and events. Jackie has a quick eye
for enduring art classics. Jackie
enjoys informing new art
collectors of the ins and outs of
buying "smart art". A
businessman, jazz instrumentalist
and artist in his own right, Jackie
kicked off his inaugural ECM article by interviewing the
Arizona art legend Dr. Eugene Grigsby. Jackie can be
reached at give4love19@yahoo.com
Yvette Schmitter is a Senior
Consultant in Deloitte
Consulting's Life Sciences and
Health Care Practice,
specializing in health plan
strategy and operations. With
over 9 years of consulting and
industry experience, both in the
private and public sector, she has
advised health plans and providers
on compliance with state and
federal privacy laws, privacy
policy development, health care delivery system management
as well as pay for performance framework development from concept to implementation. yschmitter@deloitte.com
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Subscription Inquiries
ECM appreciates your questions, comments
and concerns. If you would like to subscribe
or have questions about an existing
subscription, please email ecmagazine@aol.com
Advertising Inquiries
ECM appreciates your business and wants to
answer your questions promptly. Our media
kit is posted on the site; however, if you have
other advertising questions, please email here
or call .
Contact our online staff
(www.theebonycactus.com)
Tell us what you think of our site! If you
have articles you'd like to submit, art,
entertainment, social events or story ideas
you'd like to see online let us know.
ecmagazine@aol.com

We're dedicated to being the best in
exploring diverse lifestyle media reporting.
Have our team of resource editors research
culture, couture, cuisine, events, lifestyle,
people, places and things you'd like to see in
EC Magazine.
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As you enjoy this month’s Ebony Cactus
magazine listen live to Smooth Jazz from
WSSJ 1 0 0 . 1 F M Savannah Georgia
Click Here to Listen

Click Here for WSSJ HOME

Your browser will open in a separate window: Active high speed internet connection required
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W

elcome to the New Ebony Cactus magazine, an exciting and eclectic view of life,
leisure, consumer needs and wants negated by the desires of the current and future

economy. Many of you know what it's like to want. You may be asking, "Why did we change
the Ebony Cactus?" or "What's in it [changes in the magazine] for me?" For us, the answers
were written on the wall. I shall discuss this further and hope you’ll agree.
We've been growing, learning and sharing what we know to be true for the economic

Eclectica!

development of Arizona, Nevada and the Pacific Southwestern regions for the last five years.
With all of the development and growth abound, lifestyle and needs of the community were
definitely in a state of obvious change. Years ago, the diversity (which does not mean only issues
concerning Blacks civil rights) of the regions was fueled by the economic clout of the public
majority that held it. Times have changed and even though old money and the demographic
that have it command respect by way of the consumer economic buying direction and power,
there is a new game with new players in town. They represent the new breed in consumerYOU!
You who are reading this editorial and will soon click through the ages of the New Ebony
Cactus are a wise consumer. You enjoy, want or have all the things that are associated with fine
living. You ski, go horseback riding, enjoy Tuscan style living as well all types of art. Your
children attend private school, but you keep them grounded by taking them to Boy or Girl
Scout meetings. You display exquisitely your savoir- faire during a compromising dining
experience while a seven-figure deal is about to happen at the enchanting Sophie's Bistro. You
want a little something different in the way of clothing and style.
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You've enjoyed the Home and Garden network so much that you've
finally decided to take that second mortgage out on a loan to
redesign the first Mini Mega Mansion in your upscale, middle class
neighbor. This proves to be a rich move, which is bound to be the
envy of the high profile yet, modestly living pro ballers who just
happens to live two doors down. Ahh! You've started the spark that
will over the next 3 years hike your home value up 300 percent. Your
plan worked. Now you've residual income that only a calculated
move could have accomplished. You have decided to take a
homeopathic approach to better health or perhaps you've decided
plastic surgery is right for you, but with the right doctor.
So, as you can see, you are the reason we have changed. You are
growing, expanding, developing, and experiencing life in a whole
new way. We want to be a part of that new life. Therefore, we will

ECM

focus on all things in the areas of culture, cuisine and couture. The
Ebony Cactus has and may have many faces over the years. One
thing you may be sure of. It will ALWAYS hold true to the meaning
of its name. Strength, Endurance, Change. ECM

Eclectic
Anglea Brooks

Culturally Satisfying

Publisher

M odern
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Instructions to view
MED Week Videos
and TEC Video
Podcasts
To view the MED Week Videos and
future video podcasts we have
chosen the mp4 format. This way
you can view the videos from your
browser or use the rss update
feature in your podcatcher like
iTunes to receive the video podcasts
as soon as they are available.
To view our mp4s we recommend
QuickTime and/or iTunes. Both
download and install quickly and
easily into Windows or Mac 0SX.
To begin, go to:
http://www.quicktime.com
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The Ebony Cactus magazine is honored to
receive the 2006 Media Cornerstone Award
from the Minority Business Enterprise
Center. We wish to congratulate the
following corporations and individuals who
also were honored this year.
•

Minority Construction Firm of the Year - RBG
Construction Company,LLC. owner: Ray Gonzalez Sr.

•

Minority Technology Firm of the Year - Hoque &
Associates, Inc., owner: Enamul Hoque,

•

Minority Corporate Advocate Award - JP Morgan Chase
Bank, contact: Ms. Lupe Barto, Director of Supplier
Diversity

•

Minority Service Firm of the Year - American Janitorial
Services, LLC., owner: Ron Busby,

•

Minority Manufacturer of the Year - Wintech Industries
owner: Alan Premraj

•

Minority Business Advocate of the Year - Ron Williams,
President/CEO of the Grand Canyon Minority Supplier
Development Council,

•

Minority Retailer of the Year - Real Tacos, LLC, Owners:
Ricardo Mora & Arnulfo Ortega

•

Minority Supplier/Distributor of the Year - Classico
Distributor, LLC., owners: Consuelo & Dario Soldan,

To read the full story and see the Med Week videos
click here. (Note: takes 2 minutes to load)
See the next page for instruction on how to view
videos
To see the Ebony Cactus Med Week video click
here.
EC magazine Vol. 6 No. 2 April-May 2007
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BOOKS, ART & ENTERTAINMENT

The Value of the Artist
Dr. Eugene Grigsby Part One
By: Jackie Muhammad

D

id you know we have a Giant in the Valley of the Sun?

You never know where the next giant will emerge. How we
value a young child can determine their life and purpose. We
can make giants and we walk with giants when viewed from
the value of ones life's work.
Dr. J. Eugene Grigsby Jr. is an educator, artist, writer,
africanist, multiculturalist, painter, printmaker, photographer,
Dr. J. Eugene Grigsby, Jr.

community activist, pioneer, dealmaker, diplomat, historian

Image by D. Woods

and an ongoing inspiration. Dr. Grigsby came to Phoenix

Dr. Grigsby's extensive resume is staggering and inspirational at the same time. It

with his wife Rosalyn Thomasena Grigsby in 1946 to become

includes everything from his beginnings, schooling and army tour to more schooling,

the first art teacher at the all Black Caver High School. After

teaching, exhibitions and awards. He has works that are in collections everywhere. A

his time at Carver High he spent 20 years teaching at Phoenix

long time lover of the arts, during his tour in the army (World War II) Dr. Grigsby

Union High School. Afterwards, Dr. Grigsby spent twenty-

put together shows. There were musicians, comics, actors; what and whoever he

two years at Arizona State University.

could find he put their gifts and talents to work. From being a humble newspaper
boy to artist and organizer, Dr. Grigsby has done it all. He is art and a selfcontained institution. What a treasure we have.
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As Dr. Grigsby and I sat talking in his studio I was filled with inspiration.
I listened to him share the beginning of his life's journey; becoming the
man we value and love. To know and understand one's journey is what
makes a person valuable. With artists, discovering their journey makes
their art a more valued piece within your collection.
Dr Grigsby: "I was a paper boy. I was about 13 years old, carrying papers
in Charlotte, North Carolina. I had one customer who was a brick mason.
He was so skilled and was in demand all over North and South Carolina.
Half the time he was gone and his bill was way behind. I knew if I could
catch him he would pay because he had the money, but he just wasn't
there. One morning, about 4 o'clock, I saw lights in his house; I said I'm
going to stop and collect my money. And when he opened the door,
there were paintings all around the room.”
I asked him where he got them. He said he painted them. I laughed. I
laughed to his face. He didn't fit my stereotype of what a painter should
look like. I thought a painter had to be blonde and blue eyed. And this
guy was Black and short, kind of heavy set with rough hands because he
was a stone-mason. He saw I didn't believe him so he said if you don't
believe me come watch. So I went downstairs to watch him. Later I
would go down on weekends when he was there. And after watching him
a while he said “you want to try?” He put the brush in my hand and from
then on I worked with him for a while."
Image: Yemenja
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This is where the brick mason

until they get some of it taught in

became the teacher and mentor.

schools. And one of the things the

Eugene Grigsby's life changed from

school kids don't have is [enough]

doubt and he became the great and

information about Black artists.

wonderful human being he is

One of the sections that we have

today, a true artist and visionary. I

planned for that we have for the

asked how did he envisioned the

youth art exhibit COBA was having

artistic community, in particular

students research and writing about

the Black community in the future?

artist like themselves; hoping to get
a few Black kids write about Black

Dr. Grigsby: "When we first came

artist. One of the problems is "you

here I described the arts like a total

don't have any models (teachers)

desert, not only for Blacks, but for

out there. You have very few Black

everybody. Scottsdale only had one

art teachers and this is new."

paved road. The Black community
and

Black

arts

grown

In conclusion, Dr Grigsby's vision is

some

with the children. His vision goes

galleries. You've some people

back to where his value starts. A

interested in the arts. Not as much

rough handed man handing him a

as I feel there should be. I think one

brush; his brush with the future

of the things needed is the kind of

paints a tapestry of inspiration.

thing you're doing and what I have

ECM

tremendously.

has

You've

proposed to other media, giving
some background knowledge of

For more information on Dr.

Black artist, who they are. They

Eugene Grigsby and COBA go to

[students] are not going to have this

http://www.cobaarts.org
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A

uthor, Larry Trawick, published by
iUniverse, Inc., announced the

release of a new non-fiction paperback
aptly entitled, Freed Indeed.

Freed

Indeed has been awarded the coveted
"Editors Choice" award by its publisher,
and shows why the best is yet to come for
African Americans. This inspirational
book compels readers to "think again"
regarding the culture's role in the future of
America. Freed Indeed is an inspiring

today. Freed Indeed also makes some
startling revelations about untapped wealth
exclusive to the African American people.
Trawick maintains that, contrary to popular
opinion, black America is not as impoverished
as it seems and may-well have access to vast
spiritual wealth divinely appointed expressly

BOOKS, ART & ENTERTAINMENT
Freed Indeed by: Larry Trawick

for them. Scholarly research in this area has
recently uncovered fascinating information
that compels the reader to see black America
in a whole new light.

discourse that offers a spiritual view of
black America, answers some longstanding questions, and uncovers spiritual

According to author Larry Trawick, "Freed
Indeed

destroys

the

myth

of

black

powerlessness and paints a vibrant and

wealth unique to African Americans.

prosperous outlook for African Americans."
Freed

Indeed

takes

a

bold

and

invigorating look at black America and
inspires its readers through a fresh and
positive spiritual perspective. It does this
by exploring the uncanny similarities
between modern-day black Americans
and that of the Israelites of ancient Israel.
In so doing, author, Larry Trawick offers
a very different basis for the challenges
and problems facing African Americans of

He adds, "During my research for Freed
Indeed, I was astounded by the wealth of
scripture supporting an eminent shift in the
status and social standing of black America. It
is vital that the African American community
be aware of these promises, and take
advantage of them." This new book will both
inspire and captivate its readers as it carves out
a very different reality for the future of black
America.
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readily understandable to Black male readers in
Freed Indeed is a must-read for the thinking black

general but most particularly those who are

American of today.ECM

most vulnerable to becoming statistics. Deep
down, Black males are aching for a new

iUniverse, Inc., the leading provider of publishing

direction. This book can help them find their

technology solutions for authors, has released a new

way," said the author.

book entitled Shaasha Barta, The Book of the 41

This inspirational book
compels readers to "think
again" regarding the
culture's role in the future
of America.

Virtues, seen by many as an innovation that may well

The idea seems to be working. Letters from

usher in a new way of reaching America's Black male

prison inmates who have read the book focus on

population which has been under served by the

a recurring theme: that for the first time, they

traditional book industry.

fully understand the concepts of responsibility.
Dignity and hoor and most importanly, froma

The author, who goes by the pen name of Tika, worked

wholly Black perspective.

as a counselor in the New York City Juvenile Justice
system and saw first hand what young Black males

A Totally New and Novel Approach to Book

needed in order to turn their lives around and make the

Distribution

transition from liabilities to assets in the Black
The author's goal is to literally give away up to

community.

30,000 books per year to incarcerated Black
"The young felons I dealt with were a microcosm of

males. If this goal is reached, it has the potential

Black males in general. They were completely

of rocking the publishing industry back onto its

disconnected from a sense of ethics and morality except

heels. It's expected that this unprecedented free

that which they gleaned from music and other forms of

distribution will ultimately drive substantial

media or the streets. No one has written for and to them

book sales.

in this way and I decided to do this using a new but
simultaneously ancient form; a form that would be
EC magazine Vol. 6 No. 2 April-May 2007
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However, the objective the author says is to get the book into the hands
of as many Black males and those who care about them as possible. This
would be unachievable if the goal were simply to generate returns on
book sales. While most will still have to purchase the book, the author
intends to channel profits from sales into prison distribution.
"I'm not focused on making money from the book. I'm interested in
helping to change lives," added the author.
Shaasha Barta --The Book of the 41 Virtues is available at all major book
retailers including Barnes and Noble and Amazon.com.
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Designer Handbags
H

andbags have been around since there was a need to carry valuables in something
besides ones hands. The Egyptians introduced the handbag by way of showing its

importance through hieroglyphics. However, one of the first mentions of the handbag, their
importance and place in society came in the form of an inclusion in literature dating back to
the 14th century. With the exception of the ultra elite or generations of sorority socialites,
trend setting women of today can date their love affair with designer handbags to the 80's; the
era of over indulgence.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Gucci Positano
Gucci Pelham- Small Shoulder Bag
Gucci Wave
Gucci Pelham Large Tote
Gucci Britt
Fendi soft-grained leather hobo

On any giving day, a search on the World Wide Web can garner nearly 4 Million entries for
the phrase 'designer handbag' and in 0.08 seconds. Leading the brigade to sell every women on
the planet a posh name brand handbag are Burberry, Dooney & Bourke, Kate Spade, Prada,
Gucci, Coach, Fendi and the unsurpassed Louis Vuitton. These leather, woven cloth and
exotic animal skin personal totes retail from a mere $1,500 to an absorbent $29,800 for
Gucci's baby blue crocodile Positano or $42,000 for the extravagant Louis Vuitton Tribute
Patchwork bag christened the most expensive handbag ever made by media and industry
experts worldwide. (Not pictured here).
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With all of the hoopla over their investment qualities and unmatched luxury, there's only one problem with
these blingalicious designer purses; some are not exactly a sight for sore eyes. ECM
Photos courtesy of Belolo, A Phoenix area designer handbag company:
Want more purses? See below:
www.pursebotique.com
www.purses.com
www.fashiontreasures.com

Thoughts
Fashions fade, style is eternal.
Yves Saint Laurent
O woman! thou wert fashioned to beguile:So have all sages said, all poets sung
Jean Ingelow
Beauty too often sacrifices to fashion. The spirit of fashion is not the beautiful, but the wilful;
not the graceful, but the fantastic; not the superior in the abstract, but the superior in the
worst of all concretes,--the vulgar
Leigh Hunt

EC magazine Vol. 6 No. 2 May-June 2007
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Fanniel Enterprise Fashions
Lucille Fanniel Owner
1122 E. Buckeye Rd. Suite A-8
Phoenix, Arizona 85034
602-108-3971
lucillefanniel@yahoo.com

F

anniel Enterprises [Lucille Fanniel Owner]
could just happen to be the best kept secret in

town when it comes to fine women and menswear.
While some would beg to differ, however, her wraps
are just the ticket for the Sunday go to meeting

statements to choose from. She says that when women find out about her shop they chatter
about keeping it a secret, but realize that in good faith they simply can't. The types of hats in
her shop are those that Aretha Franklin or Patti LaBelle would wear. "You have to be a "Real
Woman" to top one of these babies!" Lucille exclaims.
Fanniel Enterprise caters to sophisticated men as well. They've begun carrying the J. Anthony
Brown clothing line, which include the "Whatoutnow Collection" of two- piece casual men's
suits [www.janthonybrown.com]. Brown was once an aspiring designer. Over the past 20
years, has become one of the most well- known comedians around with last year being the
host of BET's immensely funny show "Comic View.” Brown is also a regular figure on the WB
Channel " Like Family" starring Holly Robinson Pete.

crowd who have converged upon the desert. Hidden
in a tiny cut-a-way just south of downtown, Fanniel
Enterprises has loads of styles, colors and fashion

Brown's resume includes movie appearances in "Mr. 3000" starring Bernie Mac and "Triple X"
starring Ice Cube of the funny Barbershop sequels. Fanniel has been building relations with
Brown's camp and hopes to have him visit her shop soon. ECM
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Mind, Body and Soul
by: Cherie Harris

How to Get the Most Out of Your
Massage Appointment?
W

e all love to treat ourselves to a spa appointment, whether it is for a massage, facial, salt glow or
some other bodywork therapy. But it's hard to not feel that 50-60 minutes is just not enough

time. Or that just 2 days later that wonderful relaxing feeling as already vanished. Below are some
simple tips that will help you maximize your spa appointments and lengthen that feeling of refreshing
until your next appointment.
ECmagazine Vol. 6 No. 2 April-May 2007
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1. Arrive Early
It is best to plan to arrive at least 10 minutes prior to your scheduled bodywork
appointment time. It allows you a few extra minutes in case of traffic or unfamiliarity with
the directions. Additionally, most facilities require new client paperwork or periodic
updates. Arriving early allows you time to complete this paperwork without stress. It's easier
to relax during your treatment if you begin your treatment relaxed so avoid the running
late blues and arrive early.
Elsa Benitez
2. Wear Comfortable Clothes
Comfy clothes are nice because generally it makes robing and disrobing easy. This also will

Every generation laughs at the old
fashions, but follows religiously the new.

maximize your treatment time, as your treatment time includes not only the bodywork,
but also your consultation and time to dis-robe and re-dress. Additionally, comfy clothes
make that relaxing feeling last after your departure. (Continued on the next page)
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3. Drink plenty of water

5. Discuss therapy approach with therapist

It is important to drink plenty of water before and

There are many different kinds of bodywork

especially after your bodywork treatment. During

therapies or modalities available. Most of us are

a massage particularly, waste products are

familiar with Swedish and Deep Tissue therapy.

massaged out of the muscles into the blood

However, the massage industry offers many

stream. Thus, drinking extra water after the

more bodywork styles. Depending on your

massage treatment assists to flush and eliminate

medical history and preferences, other

these waste products from the body. The standard

modalities may be more beneficial to you. It is

recommendation is to drink about 64-80 ounces of

best to start this discussion about when you are

water over the first 24 hours following a bodywork

making your appointment therefore, the

treatment.

therapist can be best prepared and more time
can be spent working rather than discussing.

4. Understand
consultation

the

importance

of

intake
6. Communicate regarding your comfort

The intake consultation is very important in

It is a common misconception that you should

assisting the therapist to develop the most effective

not talk during a massage. However, that is not

treatment for you. Be honest on your paperwork

true. It is crucial that you communicate

regarding your health history and have patience as

regarding your comfort. How's the room

the therapist conducts postural assessment and/or

temperature? Lighting? Music? Pressure? All of

any other necessary tests. Some medical conditions

these components contribute to your ability to

or use of medications are contraindicated for

relax. If you are cold, the body's natural

massage, meaning massage in those circumstances

response is to contract the muscles to shiver to

can be harmful to you. It is important that the

create heat. Muscle tension in this way will

therapist understands your medical history to best

achieve the opposite effect of your ultimate

protect you.

goal...to relax.
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7. Breathe deeply during your treatment
Breathing is important for two reasons. Deep breathing during your

Cherie Harris is a Licensed Massage Therapist and owner of Liberación, a

treatment allows for your body to withstand greater pressure and relax

private bodywork practice located in Central Phoenix. For more

more. Also, deep breathing will assist in greater detoxification. The toxins

information, visit h t t p : / / w w w . l i b e r a c i o n w e l l n e s s . c o m or

stored in our body cause much of our pain and discomfort, so the more

cherie@liberacionwellness.com or 602-696-6254.

you eliminate with your treatment the longer you will feel better after the
treatment.
8. Self-Care/Home Care between treatments
The effects of a treatment will last longer if you participate in your care in
between treatments. Most therapists will recommend exercises, stretches
and/or other self-treatment techniques. Do these.
Two Quick Self-care Remedies:
1. Hot bath with 2 cups Epsom salt. Why does it work? Epsom Salt is
made of magnesium sulfate which assists in proper muscle function and
detoxification. Again, toxin build-up causes tenderness in our muscles so
de-toxing can reduce tenderness felt post-massage treatment or postvigorous exercise.
2. Two Tennis balls in a sock for self massage. Why does it work? Areas
that experience repetitive stress and abuse such as our backs and
shoulders, need love more that once or twice a month. Quick, mini
treatments multiple times a day can reduce the opportunity for adhesions

Coming Next Issue
ECM Arizona Road Trip

to form or build up in the muscle in between treatments. Keep them in
your car to access otherwise inaccessible back and shoulder muscles.
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A Day of Indulgence
The Importance of Taking
Care of You
By LaTrechia Morrison

W

ith today's hectic and mobile lifestyle, more than
ever we all need to take time out and give our bodies

a little TLC.

It seems that even though with so many new

ways of communication, our days are filled with text
messaging, instant messaging, voice mail, errands, working,
families, school and a host of other daily necessities, our
body; the major force enabling us to function gets the least
attention. "We underestimate the importance of taking care
of our body, and it is really critical that we realize we can't
do anything for others if I we are unable to care for
ourselves". Ms. Ann R. White, Warm Spirit 3 Diamond
National Vice-President.
Today, more than ever, society is taking a more natural
approach to beauty and health.

There are numerous

products on the market to meet these increasing demands.
One of the emerging leaders is the Warm Spirit Line of AllNatural Self-Care and Wellness products.

From your head

Today, more
than ever,
society is taking
a more natural
approach to
beauty and
health.

to your toes, there is a product that can take care of your
daily skin care essentials and pleasures and can be used by
women and men as well. Warm Spirit also holds the honor
of being Black Enterprises Emerging Company of the Year
2006 as well as being the featured company for the May
2007 issue of Empowering Women.
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With the summer season right around the corner, we need to get our skin

experienced pampering from head to toe including getting professional

prepared to handle the heat, especially for those of us who live here in the

facials, massages, lunch, dinner, foot and hand treatments, make-over's

desert. Temperatures in Arizona have been known to reach 120 degrees

and an assortment of activities during the day of relaxation:

and more. With that in mind, it is critical that we keep our skin
moistened and protected from the sun and the elements from the heat

"I had an Ahhh moment! It was so nice to be taken care of instead of the

and dry air. There are some "must have" beauty items that should be on

other way around and Oh My Goodness, the Every Day Essential Earth

your list. Warm Spirit offers four lines of unique skincare products along

Mask was awesome, my face felt so rejuvenated and refreshed". - Cory

with over 200 other items such as body scrubs, soufflé's, soy candles and

G.

herbal teas.

Here are some of the products offered from each of the
"Every woman owes herself the opportunity to pamper and treat

lines:

themselves to a "Day of Indulgence", and I really enjoyed myself".•

Beauty Protective from the Radiance Line for moisturizing and
gentle sun block all in one. This product contains coffee and
carrot extracts for a visible lift and a SPF of 15.

•

Botanical Cleanser from the Botanical Skincare Line with
ingredients such as Aloe Vera gel to soothe and smooth the skin
and Yucca for cleansing without drying.

•

•

Lerner M.
"I will start saving for the next event now! And tell EVERYONE I
know". Brenda P.
Remember, we only have one body and in order for it to keep

Soothing Herbal Toner from the Kindness Line, one of my
personal favorites. This wonder mist has Vitamins A, C and E
mix with antioxidants, with cucumber, rosemary and panthenol
to stimulate collagen and elastin for soft supple skin.

functioning at the capacity we need, we must take care of it, or it won't
take of us. Drinking plenty of water, exercising and getting proper the
sleep are just some of the ways we can keep our bodies working for and

Fade Cream from the Clarity Line which is a gently and effective
cream that corrects areas of hyper pigmentation and unevenness
of skin tone. This product contains chamomile for soothing, and
sesame and apricot oils for nourishment.

not against us. ECM

Women in the valley attended an all day spa event where every product
used came from the Warm Spirit Product Line. LaTrechia Morrison and
Tschanavia Jones coordinated the event in March 2007. Women
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Y

ou've worked hard and now you feel you should have the opportunity to benefit from
those long years of toil and trouble in Corporate America. Is now the time to invest in

yourself. Do you give yourself permission to indulge in life's wonders? Can you afford to

CUISINE

sacrifice a bit of your cash on a little something extra? A personal chef? If the answer is yes to
any of they questions then you are qualified to begin the first step into the lap of luxury.

Are You Ready For A Personal Chef?
By Amanda Miller
With the busy lifestyle that most of us live, a personal chef would be just the ticket. Depending
on the need and frequency, a personal chef can provide mealtime assistance that helps you in
successfully balancing the sometimes-grueling demands of your busy lifestyle. Personal chefs
can create delicious, nutritious, satisfying and affordable meals that come completely
customized to your dietary requirements, preferences or lifestyle. A nice, well planned dinner
might include a Ceviche cocktail for starters followed by an eye- popping Vinaigrette salad with
fruit, nuts and goat cheese. The main course might include a rack of lamb with roasted
vegetables. Afterwards, a strawberry ice cream sorbet with berries may send you to your after
dinner quiet place with a smile.
A seasoned and genuinely caring personal chef would take interest in assessing your personal
culinary likes and dislikes along with other factors that influence how you eat. Once an
assessment has been completed, a personalized, quick and nutritious meal plan can be
successfully designed to meet your needs.
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It's hot in the kitchen, but you don't have to get out because you're not there anyway. Hot is
speaking conservatively when it comes to the personal chef industry. By the end of the decade the
personal chef industry will well exceed the billion-dollar mark. In the past, personal chefs were
hired for significant occasions (50th Birthday parties, anniversaries or weddings). That's not the
case anymore as the industry is seeing more everyday people utilizing the resources, time and
energy of a personal chef more now than ever.
Costs for a one-month supply of ready to go meals range from $200 to $375. Developing a meal
for a party of eight to 12 gets a little costlier and really depends on the hosts' wishes. Fees for
delectables, shopping and service in general can range between $500 to nearly $800. Remember,
it's not just for Angelina Jolie and her jet setting friends. If you want something bad enough you'll
make a way to get it and a personal chef is well worth the effort.
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Interior Design and Building Resources in
Arizona
Faux Finishing by Mitzi and Marie- Rhonda Robinson (Laveen,
AZ) http://www.mitziandmarie.com

Room Below by: www.urbanliving360.com/
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trong, long, flowing or cropped locks are a beautiful sight to see and feel.
Women of Color and of European descent in the desert southwest are moving

towards a more natural and in many cases durable means for caring for their hair. This is
especially true amid the stubborn elements in Phoenix. With temperatures near or

Taming the Wild Tresses
West

exceeding 100 most months of the year, women and men on the go command great

By Rena Blackburn

contestant turned celebrity Sanjaya. He is a beautiful man. His hair is impressive and has

tresses no matter if they wear them straight and long sleek or short and sassy. If you
don't think men want great looking hair, just take a look at former American Idol
shaped and defined him within pop culture, for the moment. Hollywood has not seen
anything like his mane attraction since 50s movie idol Tab Hunter and 70s heart throb
Billy Dee Williams.
It takes a special type of stylist to recognize hair needs and abilities under the stresses of
the elements. Moreover, it takes one that's extraordinarily special and who can give
his/her client that long- lasting salon look without the use of abrasive chemicals usually
associated with making a great look happen.
East Coast stylists from the Dominican Republic are the trend setters for being the finest
at creating beautiful, healthy black [mixed- race included] hair. For those of European
descent, Japanese stylists offer a new hair straightening technique. Both [Japanese and
Dominican] stylists' techniques are sweeping the country. Financially, adding either's
technique into your pamper purchase plan would be like adding a new risk fund to your
investment portfolio. However, the results are long- lasting and marvelous!
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Products from the Round Brush Hair Company offer amazing strength-

not safe for many clients of salons who had colored or other treatments

based products designed to protect and serve the worst of black hair

on their hair. While it may or may not be the "Cure" it certainly will

problems. Although many would beg to differ, there does really seem to

pain the payer of services as this puppy costs between $500 to $1,500 for

be a particular deep dark [no pun intended] secret to the Dominican

the treatments and can take about 6 hours procedurally.

stylists hair treatment process.
Carlie Back, an Arizona Real Estate Mogul, received her Japanese Hair
Dominicans give the credit of their skills and knowledge to their unique

Straightener about a year ago. " It's not cheap, but the results are worth it

racial make up including Spanish, African and Taino Indian influence.

and out weigh the cost factor. I'm out with clients all the time. I have to

“The Dominicans know how to work their equipment. They are the

be ready, set, go all the time and look absolutely great in the process. I

grand dames of craftswomanship in the art of hair care and styling for the

love it. My hair is thick, holds its style and is really, really straight.

discriminating Black woman", says Satin Doll an Arizona under-ground

Manageability is the name of the game in Phoenix." ECM

fashion designer to the new Black Prima Donna.“
Products and People:
"Dominican stylists don't seem to discriminate. Latinas are finding out

Notable Dominican hairstylist: Elena George [Panama born] stylists to

how well they can help their hair stay manageable as well." Dominican

the stars.

salons are prevalent along the eastern seaboard and especially along

Other Straighteners: iStraight and Liscio

peninsula cities in Florida. They've barely taken on the west. The closest
salon to valley patrons is in Sun Valley, California. The Dominicans
greatest claim to fame would definitely be the "Oprah look" - smooth,
flawless flowing locks that bounce with ease and shimmer like sunshine
sparklets on the Caribbean Sea.
On the other hand (no pun intended) getting a big introduction from an
LA Times article, the Japanese Hair Straightener Kit (Thermal Hair
Process) was described as the "Permanent Cure for Curly, Frizzy Hair".
However, some stylists steered away from the product suggesting it was
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Working Uninsured: Does Pursuit of Profits Override
Health Coverage Options?
By Yvette D Schmitter

W

ho are the uninsured? Most will speculate on which group makes up the numbers that fill the ranks of
uninsured Americans. The healthcare industry continues to cite the increases in the cost of healthcare

and balk at the rapid increase in healthcare expenditures. CMS (Center for Medicare and Medicaid Services)
projections show an increase in healthcare expenditures to almost $3 trillion by 2011 - $3 trillion represents
17% of gross domestic product! Why? Most stop gaps implemented do not address the underlying factor of
why there is an uninsured issue in America - profits.
EC magazine Vol. 6 No. 2 April-May 2007
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Some believe that the uninsured are mostly made up young people who believe they are invincible (I'm not
going to get sick so I don't need health insurance), undocumented workers and the poor. But it may surprise
most to know that the middle class are steadily making up the increases in the number of those who are
uninsured in America. Some of the increases to the rising ranks of uninsured are due to people loosing their
jobs (a job which could represent their sole source of medical coverage), increasing health care costs and

“Some believe that
the uninsured are
mostly made up young
people who believe
they are invincible.”

increases in health insurance premiums. The other aspect of the uninsured is that there are a considerable
number of working people that are not insured because their employer does not offer health care insurance.
Why wouldn't an employer small or as large as Walmart (employees working 39 hours/week) not offer its
employees health insurance? Erosion of profits.
Small employers are entrepreneurs and no one goes into business to lose money, right? It's completely
understandable that small business owners have to shoulder the expenses of running a business - requisite
business liability insurances, taxes, payroll, and the overhead expenses related to the business. So, is it as simple
as weighing the costs of providing health insurance against how much money the business can afford? For
some business owners its just that simple - it is cost prohibitive for them to offer health insurance to the people
that work for them. What about the costs of not offering insurance to employees? The costs of not offering
insurance COSTS the health care system and society so much more.
Everyone has heard of the benefits of preventive care. Diagnosing some aliments and diseases early enough can
tip the balances between life and death. There is an exhaustive amount of research that makes a compelling
case (for those who are interested in hearing) that health insurance leads to improved health, health status and
better access to care.
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Some highlights that makes the case of the benefits of having health

product. There are so many consequences associated with being

insurance compared to those who do not:

uninsured that are just not limited to financial impacts, but the financial
impacts are telling - 40% of bankruptcy filings in 2000 were due to lack

•

Uninsured babies have poorer survival rates than privately insured
babies;

•

The uninsured are less likely to be
admitted to the hospital after visiting
the emergency room;

of adequate health insurance or other health related expenses.
2 If policy makers and small business owners clearly
understand the cost benefit analyses related to
regular car maintenance - why can't or won't these

•

Having health insurance increases
medical care use by 50 percent; and

•

Poor health reduces annual earnings
from work and affects educational
attainment.

same people understand the cost benefits of
maintaining a human life? Clearly, replacing a car
does not have the same impact as loosing a life. Or is
it just the plain fact that health insurance erodes too
much profits and each person will have to fend for

There is also compelling evidence from

themselves? Continuation of this myopic approach

research that shows the cost benefit of those

to profit maintenance adds to the already

who do have health insurance compared to

skyrocketing health care costs that at the current rate

those who do not have insurance. To drive

will be 17% of the Gross Domestic Product in 4

my point let's use a car as an example. The

years. Today, large employers are passing on health

cost of an oil change compared to the cost of

care cost increases to employees. In 20033 65% of

replacing an engine is simple enough of an

large companies increased employee cost sharing. For

example. So, getting your oil changed every

small employers they either stopped offering or do

3,000 miles makes the most logical sense.

not offer health insurance because of the high costs.

Why can't policy makers apply the same to
addressing the uninsured issue in America? Same for small employers,

Impacts of rising health care costs and the increasing number of

employees are working hard for the business you created. It benefits the

uninsured clearly have a negative financial impact on society. For those

employer to ensure that its workforce can continue to work - deliver the
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used as an avenue for securing health care services. According to the
American Hospital Association, the amount of uncompensated care
delivered by nonfederal community hospitals totaled over $20 billion in
1999 up from $6.1 billion in 19834. Additional research shows that
federal, state and local governments covered as much as 85% of the $35
billion spent on uncompensated care.
5. In the end, everyone - small and large employers, taxpayers and
individuals alike end up paying for the uninsured. The way to reign in
continuing increasing health care costs is to look at the uninsured
holistically and understand that there is a direct correlation with our
increasing number of uninsured and our skyrocketing health care costs.
Addressing one will impact another.
References:
1.
2.

1Sicker and Poorer: the Consequences of being Uninsured, May
2002 Kaiser Commission on Medicaid and the Uninsured
Community Catalyst, 2000

3.

2003 Kaiser/HRET study

4.

American Hospital Association, "What are the Consequences for
Communities and Society?"

5.

Kaiser Commission on Medicaid and the Uninsured, 2001; Urban
Institute , 2001
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S

ome lucky home and décor enthusiasts in the Phoenix and Tucson areas will get a
chance to be on a new TV show called "Rockin Restore," for the Home and Garden

Network (HGTV).
Do you have old busted up furniture? Do you have fine furniture, antiques, new or vintage
items in need of repair, refurbishing or refinishing? If so, an expert team of repairmen are
coming to two valley cities to help homeowners work miracles.

HGTV Comes to the Desert

New York City based Leopard Films USA, is looking for enthusiastic families / individuals
with busted up furniture to appear on our new show. We will take people's old furniture
and make it better than new. This show makes furniture repair fun, while showcasing the
latest design trends. All the families have to do is tell our experts how they want their items
repaired.
Broken legs, tattered upholstery, fire, water, completely deconstructed, sun damaged,
worn, chipped, or cracked in half- send it our way and watch as we transform busted items
into beautiful quality showroom pieces of furniture!!
If this is something that interests you and you live within two hours of Phoenix, Send your
pictures and contact information to Richard Bowler at richardbowler@leopardfilms.com
or 212.627.1181 ext. 421.
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Eclectica! The French Bee

B

2324 East Indian School Phoenix, Arizona 85016 Telephone 602.955.4158 www.thefrenchbee.com

y pure serendipity is the best way to describe how most people come across this treasured

sunlight, hanging from the ceiling like stars in

trove of home and garden goodies. Only then will you be able to relish the bounty you will

orbit.

find inside. The French Bee (FB) is like being in HGTV accessories Heaven. Located in the
mid/central Phoenix area, the French Bee knocks you for a loop once its been spotted. This is

FB has recently expanded and is completely

because the FB retail shop shows like a fine glass of merlot laced with diamond ice cubes. Once

over-the-top with home décor accessories that

inside serious shoppers might feel they've arrived. A novice shopper simply won't know what hit

make life just a bit easier. FB offers everything

them, but will work the shopping program all the same.

from custom furniture to custom room
purchasing. ECM

The award winning décor sets a romantic tone utilizing Victorian style chairs and lacey, satin fringed
decorative pillows. The most dramatic scene is the host of beautiful chandeliers glistening in the
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months to 1 year. All intern opportunities are part-time and are unpaid. Credit for
classes are offered.
Requirements: Applicants should be available 1-2 days per week 3 to 4 hours per day,
able to work with minimal supervision, meet deadlines, be creative and willing to learn
the unique business of internet business news designed meet the informational needs
of savvy minority professionals and business leaders. Applicants must also have
access to a computer (preferably a Macintosh), the Internet and can demonstrate good
speaking, writing and customer service skills.

Intern Opportunity
Company: Ebony Cactus and NxT Horizon Magazine
Description: Internet Magazines-The Ebony Cactus and NxT Horizon create and
designs data that keep savvy minorities in the know about the business world around
them in Arizona, Nevada, California.
Job Title: Public Relations Intern
Job Description: Ebony Cactus and NxT Horizon are is seeking two local area interns to
join its public relations team to assist in the development of client and in- house public
relations and event marketing.

Contact: Please e-mail or regular mail cover letter and resume to:
NxT Horizon Magazine
Attn: News- AR Brooks
PO Box 24982 Tempe, AZ 85042
Email: publisher@TheEbonyCactus.com
No phone calls please.

Successful candidate positions will typically run 6 months to 1 year depending upon the
need, type and scheduled activities planned.
All intern opportunities are part-time and are unpaid. Credit for classes can be earned.
Requirements: Applicants should be available 1-2 days or evenings per week 3 to 4
hours per day. Must be able to work with minimal supervision, be creative and willing to
learn the unique business of Internet pr and marketing. Applicants must also have
access to a computer (preferably a Macintosh) and the Internet. Should possess
strong, upbeat speaking and customer service skills. Some writing or event set up may
be required. This is a great opportunity to work with Ebony Cactus, an award winning
Internet business magazine and leading Podcast developer.
Contact: Please e-mail or regular mail cover letter and resume to:
Ebony Cactus Magazine
Attn: Creative Services- AR Brooks
PO Box 24982 Tempe, AZ 85042
Email: publisher@TheEbonyCactus.com
No phone calls please.

Intern Opportunity
Company: Ebony Cactus and NxT Horizon Magazine
Description:Internet Magazines-The Ebony Cactus and NxT Horizon create and designs
data that keep savvy minorities in the know about the business world around them in
Arizona, Nevada, California.
Job Title: News Team Intern
Job Description: Ebony Cactus and NxT Horizon seeking two local area interns to join
its news team to assist in the development of statewide business, professional and
select leisure and lifestyle news. Successful candidate positions will typically run 6
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IN THE NEXT EDITION
SOMEWHERE IN THE SUN
Travel with EC Magazine as we take you along on our summer road trip through Arizona’s beautiful landscape. Rest and relax while thumbing through a breath taking pictorial of
desert vistas, lush green mountain country and much more.

RESERVE YOUR AD SPACE TODAY: EMAIL ECMAGAZINE@AOL.COM OR SALES@THEEBONYCACTUS.COM
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LEGAL How to Receive ECM
The various incarnations of the internet
are new and exciting vehicles for the distribution of information. Regrettably,
they are still far less than perfect and not fully controlled or secure. ECMagazine
is distributed only by the website, by e-mail subscription or by direct e-mail
request. ECMagazine (ECM) therefor cannot warrant that the function or
operation of ECMagazine Electronic Document, autoresponder, The Ebony
Cactus website or linked websites will be free of defects, that defects will be
corrected, or that they will be free of viruses or other harmful elements.

Published monthly, ECmagazine is a 100% electronic magazine, no hard
copies will be available. To receive it, you need a recent model P.C. or
Macintosh computer equipped with E-mail and Adobe Acrobat Reader 7.0.
Adobe Acrobat Reader 4.0 will work, but some features will not be available.
Copies of The Ebony Cactus may be accessed in the following manners:
1. E-mail subscription
You may subscribe to the ECM by either sending a subscription request to:
Subscriptions@theebonycactus.com or by clicking the subscription link
found at http://www.theebonycactus.com
The latest edition will be sent to you monthly as an e-mail attachment (see
legal). Note, the subscription list is for the use of TEC only. It will not be sold or
distributed to any outside parties. There is no subscription cost.

As a visitor to and a user of ECMagazine or Website, you, in effect, agree that
your access will be subject to the terms and conditions set forth in this legal
notice and that access is undertaken at your own risk. As a visitor to and user of
The Ebony Cactus Website or Electronic Magazine, you must assume full
responsibility for any costs associated with servicing of equipment used in
connection with use of our site or documents. ECMagazine shall not be liable
for damages of any kind related to your use of or inability to access the website
or opening the ECmagazine electronic file.

2. Download from the web page
Archived copies of the most recent and past editions of The Ebony Cactus will
be found at http://www.theebonycactus.com for download (see legal).
No cost.

We endeavor to present the most recent, most accurate, and most reliable
information on our E-magazine and Website at all times. However, there may be
occasions when some of the information featured in ECMagazine or at
http://www.theebonycactus.com may contain incomplete data,
typographical errors, or inaccuracies. Any errors are wholly unintentional. In
addition, the opinions of guest writers are their own and may not reflect the
views of TEC and thus TEC can not be held liable. Please be aware that we
present our content "as is" and make no claims to its accuracy, either expressed
or implied. We reserve the right to amend errors, make changes to our Website,
or to update our magazine at any time without prior notice. To the fullest extent
permitted by law, ECMagazine disclaims all warranties, expressed or implied.

3. Send it to a Friend
Knowledge is power. ECMagazine offers knowledge. Empower your
associates.
Tell them.
Black News, Black Business News, Black Business News Podcast
African American News, African American Business News
African American Business News Podcast
African American Podcast, Black Podcast
Women Owned Business Podcast

No part of this magazine may be used for business or promotional use without a
written request and permission from the Publisher or the Editor.
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NxT HORIZON

Information, Inspiration, Innovation

A New Perspective on Business, Opportunity and Culture
www.NxTHorizon.com
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